INTRODUCTION
Fractional optimization problems has attracted much attention in the last decades due to the wide range of applications in different areas including signal processing, communications, financial analysis, location theory and etc. [13, 14] . They are in general nonconvex, however in most recent works convex optimization approach has been successfully applied to solve various classes of them [3, 4, 5, 6] . In [4] authors have derived an efficient global optimization algorithm for the regularized total least squares problem and applied it on problems arising from the inverse Laplace transform and image processing. Tuy et al. [18] have proposed a new approach for optimizing polynomial fractional functions under polynomial constraints. Their approach is based on reformulation into a monotone optimization problem. Benson [7, 8] has studied fractional programs that involve ratios of convex terms and presented a new branch and bound algorithm that requires solving a sequence of convex optimization problems. He also has focused on linear sum-of-ratios problems and used a simplicial branch and bound duality-bounds algorithm to globally solve them [9] . Shen and Yuan [16] have proposed DOI: 10.14736/kyb-2015-2-0293 a branch and bound approach for the global optimization problem of the sum of generalized polynomial fractional functions under generalized polynomial constraints. In [1] Amaral et al. have developed an RLT-based algorithm for the global optimization of a nonconvex problem that arises in total least squares with inequality constraints, and in the correction of infeasible linear systems of equalities. A well known and old approach to tackle these problems, goes back to Dinkelbach, who has proved an interesting and useful relationship between fractional and parametric optimization problems [10] . His idea has been applied by several authors [3, 21] . Yamamoto and Konno [19] have proposed an efficient algorithm for solving convex-convex quadratic fractional programs that combines the classical Dinkelbach approach, the integer programming approach for solving nonconvex quadratic programs, and a standard nonlinear programming solver. Most recently, in [21] authors have applied Dinkelbach's idea to the following quadratic fractional optimization problem with two convex quadratic constraints:
They have developed a generalized Newton based iterative algorithm to solve the problem with no global convergence guarantee. In this paper, we consider the following problem with a strictly convex quadratic constraint min
x T A 2 x+f T 2 x+c 2 > 0 in the feasible region and A 3 is assumed to be positive definite. Special case of regularized total least squares (RTLS) problem is in the form of (QCQFO) which appears in disciplines such as signal processing, automatic control, economic, biology and medicine. Although the problem can be cast as a semidefinite optimization (SDO) problem which is polynomially solvable, but such an approach is computationally expensive specially when solving large scale problems [5] . In this paper, a new diagonalization approach is introduced to solve the underlying problem and compared with a knwon SDO relaxation approach. Our preliminary numerical experiments show the efficiency of the diagonalization approach to the SDO relaxation on finding the global optimal solution.
PARAMETRIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH
The following theorem gives the relation between (QCQFO) and a parametric programming problem [10] .
Theorem 2.1. The following two statements are equivalent:
The function F in (2) is continuous, concave and strictly decreasing with a unique root [21] . Thus by Theorem (2.1) the root of F is also an optimal solution of (1). Therefore, in the sequel we focus on (2) . A subgradient of F at iteration k is given by
, where
Thus the iterations of the generalized Newton method to find the root of F is
Now the generalized Newton algorithm can be outlined as follows.
Parametric generalized Newton method
and an accuracy parameter > 0. begin while |F (α k )| ≥ Solve the following minimization subproblem to obtain a global optimum x k :
end end
The main computational effort at each iteration is to solve the (3). One may use semidefinite optimization (SDO) relaxation to solve these subproblems, which is expensive even for medium scale problems [20] . In the sequel we present an efficient algorithm to solve the nonconvex problem in which the problem reduces to a univariate minimization using a diagonalization method.
DIAGONALIZATION AND UNIVARIATE MINIMIZATION
In this section, first we present some preliminary results from linear algebra.
Then there exists a nonsingular matrix Q and diagonal matrix D such that
Since by our assumption A 3 is positive definite, then by Lemma 3.1 there exists a nonsingular matrix Q and a diagonal matrix D such that (3) is equivalent to the following problem:
The associated Lagrangian of (4) is
and thus the Lagrange dual of (4) becomes
where g(µ) = min
Since
if there exist j such that d j + µ < 0 or d j + µ = 0 when (b + µb 3 ) j = 0, then the inner minimization gives the value −∞. Let
and for any finite set A, n(A) denotes the number of elements in A. We have the following cases:
In this case we have d j + µ > 0 for all j. Therefore the inner minimization is the following convex minimization problem
In this case µ might be µ 1 , therefore the inner minimization is the following convex minimization problem
where, for µ > µ 1
In this case µ can not be µ 1 , therefore the inner minimization is the following convex minimization problem for µ > µ 1
As one can see, in all cases g(µ) is the optimal value of separable strictly convex minimization problem, thus to solve it, it is sufficient to solve the following single variables problems for each j min xj ∈R
Now since the objective in (5) is separable and strictly convex, thus the minimum is the root of
i. e.,
Therefore min
and the Lagrange dual of (4) is equivalent to the following one-dimensional problem:
where
Theorem 3.2. If µ * is an optimal solution of (6), then
is optimal for (4), where
e k is the standard unit vector in R n and α * is the root of following quadratic equation of variable α:
P r o o f . For (4), suppose that there exists x 0 ∈ R n with x 0 2 + b T 3 x 0 + c 3 < 0. If x be a feasible point of (4), then, it is a global minimizer of (4) if and only if there exists scalar µ ≥ 0 such that the following condition holds: (see Lemma 4.4.1 of Chapter 4 in
We have the following cases:
1. µ * > µ 1 :
In this case, it is necessary that
By the definition of µ 1 and x * , it is obvious that conditions (i) and (iii) hold for x * and µ * . For the complementary slackness condition (ii), we have
2. µ * = µ 1 = 0:
In this case D 0, so condition (iii) hold for µ * . Moreover, by (7) and µ * = 0 it is obvious that conditions (i) and (ii) hold for x * and µ * . Moreover, for µ > µ * we have
and we have
. Now we consider the following quadratic equation of variable α:
therefore the quadratic equation has a root α * . Now it is easy to verify that x * + α * e k is a required boundary global optimal solution:
4. µ * = µ 1 > 0 and lim µ µ * f (µ) = 0: By the definition of x * and µ 1 , it is obvious that conditions (i) and (iii) hold for x * and µ * . For the complementary slackness condition (ii), we have
SDO RELAXATION
In this section, we present the known SDO relaxation approach to solve (3) globally under specific conditions, see [20] . The homogenized version of (3) is
Clearly, if (t, x T ) T with t = 0 solves (8), then x t solves (3). Problem (8) in matrix form, including the condition t 2 = 1, can be written as
The SDO relaxation of (9) is given by
and its dual problem is max
Z 0 (n+1)×(n+1) , y 2 ≤ 0.
Various sufficient conditions have been derived for ensuring the strong duality of different nonconvex QP problems. In [22] the authors have established new sufficient conditions for verifying zero duality gap between (10) and (11) . They have demonstrated that the duality gap is zero if and only if there exists an optimal solution X to (10) satisfying X = x 0 x T 0 . Now, we show in Lemma 4.1 that, under a simple condition, both (10) and (11) (10) and (11) satisfy the Slater regularity conditions. Hence both problems attain their optimal values and the duality gap is zero.
where λ > 0 such that c 3 + λT r(A 3 ) ≤ 0. Then X 0, Q 1 • X ≤ 0 and Q 2 • X = 0. Therefore it is strictly feasible for (10) . For the dual problem (11), by choosing y 2 < λ min (A 1 − αA 2 , A 3 ) and y 1 sufficiently small negative number, the Schur complement theorem gives
Thus Z is a strictly feasible solution for (11) . Consequently, the strong duality theorem [20] imply that both (10) and (11) have optimal solutions with zero duality gap.
In the next theorem, it is shown that the global optimal solution of (3) can be derived from an optimal solution of (10) in polynomial time.
Theorem 4.2. If (10) has an optimal solution X * and strong duality holds, then it has a rank one optimal solution which further gives us a global optimal solution of (3). P r o o f . Suppose X * is an optimal solution of rank r for (10) and (Z * , y * 1 , y * 2 ) is an optimal solution for (11). Then we have the following cases:
From the complementary condition in this case, obviously y * 1 = 0. Now Suppose
be a rank one decomposition [17] of X * for which (x * i ) T Q 1 x * i ≤ 0 for all i = 1, . . . , r. By the second constraint of (10), for at least one k, 1 ≤ k ≤ r, we have
T be a rank one decomposition of X * for which (x * i ) T Q 1 x * i = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , r. By the second constraint of (10), for at least one k,
Now for both cases by denoting z
Therefore Y * is a rank one optimal solution for (10) and thusz * k is an optimal solution for (3).
HOMOGENEOUS CASE
In this section, we consider the following homogenous nonconvex quadratic optimization problem:
where where A T i = A i ∈ R n×n , c i ∈ R, i = 1, 2, 3, x T A 2 x + c 2 > 0 in the feasible region and A 3 is assumed to be positive definite. According to the Theorem 3.2, we can construct the primal solution of non-homogenous case via a dual approach, but in the homogenous case (12) , it is more simple and we do not need to solve the dual problem in (6) . Instead, we solve directly the equivalent linear optimization problem to get the global optimal solution. First using the Dinkelbach's idea for (12) , one requires solving the following nonconvex quadratic optimization problem at each iteration of the generalized Newton method.
x T A 3 x + c 3 ≤ 0.
Since A 3 0, then by Lemma 3.1 there exists a nonsingular matrix Q and a diagonal matrix D such that Q T (A 1 − α k A 2 )Q = D = diag(d 1 , . . . , d n ) and Q T A 3 Q = I. Now by the change of variables x := Qx and c := (c 1 − α k c 2 ), problem (13) is equivalent to the following problem:
By setting y i := x 2 i , problem (14) is equivalent to the following linear optimization problem.
Therefore, by utilizing the generalized Newton algorithm, which requires solving a linear optimization problem at each iteration, one can get the global optimal solution of (12).
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section we give comparison of the new approach with the known SDO relaxation on several randomly generated test problems. Computations are performed in MATLAB 7.13.0 on a 2.3GHz laptop with 4 GB of RAM. To solve the SDO problems we have used SeDuMi 1.21 and to solve the one dimensional problem (6) we have used the fminbnd command in MATLAB. Both solvers are used with their default tolerance setting. For the generalized Newton method, the initial point is set to be α 0 = 1 and we choose = 10 −6 as the tolerance of the optimality. The test problems are generated using the following MATLAB code:
Random test problems generator
• n=input( enter the size of the problem = );
• A 1 = rand(n); A 1 = A 1 + A 1 ; f 1 = rand(n, 1); c 1 = rand;
• A 2 = rand(n); A 2 = A 2 * A 2 ; f 2 = rand(n, 1); c 2 = 10 * rand;
• A 3 = rand(n); A 3 = (A 3 * A 3 ) + eye(n); f 3 = 10 * rand(n, 1); c 3 = −10 * rand;
We then use the following MATLAB code to compute matrix Q for diagonalization. The computational results are reported in Tables 1 and 2, where we report the dimension of problem (size), minimum CPU time in seconds (min), maximum CPU time in seconds (max) and average CPU time in seconds (mean) at termination. To show the convergence and the speed of parametric generalized Newton method and also to examine the effect of problem size on the number of iterations for the generalized Newton algorithm, we have generated 10 test problems as described above for each dimension. As we observe, the average of iteration increase as the problems dimension increase (Figure 1 ). Graphs demonstrating the convergence and the speed of parametric generalized Newton method for two different randomly generated test problems appear in Figure 2 . The horizontal axis in these figures is the iterations number k, while the vertical axis gives log 10 (|F(α)|). In this case, the slope of the straight lines shows the speed of the parametric generalized Newton method. The righthand plot in Figure 2 shows the convergence and the speed of parametric generalized Newton method with both SDO relaxation and Diagonalization method. As the figures illustrate, the hybrid of generalized Newton algorithm with SDO relaxation converge in fewer iteration, but as in Tables 1 and 2, it is clear that SDO relaxation become so expensive as the problem dimensions increase.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a generalized Newton algorithm to solve an indefinite fractional quadratic optimization problem with a strictly convex quadratic constraint. To solve the underlying indefinite quadratically constraint quadratic problem at each iteration, we have used two approaches, a new diagonalization scheme which requires solving a one dimensional optimization problem and the known SDO relaxation. Our computational experiments on several randomly generated test problems with various dimensions have shown that the diagonalization approach is much faster than the SDO relaxation based approach for both homogenous and nonhomogenous case, specially when solving large scale problems. The extension of our approach to the other classes of fractional optimization problems, is left for future research.
